
The Winco Recliner Collection 
Vero Care Cliner

PEDESTAL FEET 3” CASTERS 5” CASTERS FOOTPLATE (5” Casters Only)

STANDARD X-LARGE STANDARD X-LARGE STANDARD X-LARGE STANDARD X-LARGE

MODELS
5Y04, 5Y44, 
 6Y04, 6Y44

5Y14, 5Y54,  
6Y14, 6Y54

5Y03, 5Y43,  
6Y03, 6Y43

5Y13, 5Y53,  
6Y13, 6Y54

5Y00,5Y40,  
6Y00, 6Y40

5Y10, 5Y50,  
6Y10, 6Y50

5Y08, 5Y48,  
6Y08, 6Y48

5Y18, 5Y58,  
6Y18, 6Y58

Seat Height to Floor 17.5” (44.5 cm) 17.5” (44.5 cm) 18.75” (47.6 cm) 18.75” (47.6 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm)

Seat Height to Footplate - - - - - - 18” (45.7 cm) 18” (45.7 cm)

Seat Width (Between Arms) 22.5” (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm) 22.5" (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm) 22.5” (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm) 22.5" (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm)

Seat Depth 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm)

Overall Height 44.75” (113.7cm) 44.75” (113.7 cm) 46” (116.8 cm) 46” (116.8 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm)

Overall Width (Fixed arm  
or w/ Swing arm closed)*

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

Add. Width: Swing arm open 90° +35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

Add. Width: Swing arms open 180° +28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

+28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

+28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

+28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

Back Height (Above Seat) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm)

Overall Length (Upright) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm)

Overall Length (Reclined) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm)

Arm Height 25.5 (67.3 cm) 25.5 (67.3 cm) 26.75” (67.9 cm) 26.75” (67.9 cm) 29” (73.7 cm) 29” (73.7 cm) 29” (73.7 cm) 29” (73.7 cm)

Weight (No Options)** 104 lb (47.2 kg) 122 lb (55.3 kg) 104 lb (47.2 kg) 122 lb (55.3 kg) 104 lb (47.2 kg) 122 lb (55.3 kg) 114 lb (51.7 kg) 132 lb (59.9 kg)

Weight Capacity 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg) 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg) 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg) 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg)

Designed by Winco, built by you. That’s just smart.
Realities of patient care continuously create opportunities for smarter solutions. The Verō family of medical recliners 
has been created to provide total flexibility in matching your application with exactly the features you require and the 
comfort your patients demand.  
 
The Verō recliner’s modular design helps the clinician choose a configuration that is perfectly suited to their  
specific needs:

• Promotes patient independence with low effort recline and infinite position backrest.

• Supports clinician comfort with bilateral, foot-operated controls for most functions.

• Enhances facility efficiency with attractive, durable construction that is robust and easy to clean.

Winco designed it, you build it, that’s smart flexibility for smart patient care.

*6Y58 with options shown



ARM OPTIONS

 
Facility utility is enhanced through the availability of two arm configurations. Standard fixed arms are cost effective,  
sturdy and durable. Optional swing arms allow 180 degree swing-away movement of the arm for convenient cleaning 
access and barrier-free patient transfer. 

Secure-Glide™ for stress-free positioning

Foot lever for exclusive Secure-
Glide™ Trendelenburg descent

Swing Arm Option

Foot lever operation Fixed arm and pedestal foot version shown

>>>
Swing arms are ideal when easy access cleaning  
and transfer of patients is an important consideration.  
 
Each side of the Verō with swing arms is easily 
opened with the convenient foot controls. 

Even if an optional table is left in the up position,  
there is no interference with the full swing motion  
nor hindrance with patient in the full recline position 
for true barrier-free transfer. 
 
Fixed arms are suitable for most general purpose 
operations when transfer of patient is not required  
or where working space for swing arm motion  
is severely limited.

>>>
TRENDELENBURG 

 
Key to clinical utility is the ability to quickly 
select Trendelenburg positioning where needed.  
Trendelenburg on Verō is controlled with  
bilateral access foot levers, eliminating the need  
for the clinician to bend down to reach controls.

Exclusive to Verō, Winco introduces “Secure-Glide™” 
Trendelenburg control. Secure-Glide™ provides  
gentle patient positioning while preventing clinician 
strain. The controlled descent helps eliminate any 
need, or natural reflex, to strain to control the rapid 
patient positioning in emergency situations.



Footplate is easily positioned by foot.

3” Casters 5” CastersPedestal

>>>
MATCH YOUR PURPOSE  
The Verō modular design allows choices in how the chair 
is anchored or moved. Whether stationary or for patient 
transport, Verō has a perfect solution. Verō moves with  
the configuration you need.

Pedestal Feet - Looking for a stable room recliner for guests, 
or don’t want your residents moving chairs around? Pedestal 
feet are the solution. When mobility is not required or desired, 
pedestal feet provide a less clinical look and a lower seat 
height. Pedestal feet create a seat height of 17.5” from  
the floor, meeting ADA Compliance.*

Casters are specified for ease in use to move the chair for 
cleaning, maintenance and staging for patient access.    
All casters come with lockable, foot lever release controls.   

     It is recommended that after moving the chair always  
     lock the casters prior to patient ingress/egress. 
 

3” Casters - Want a low seated height but need mobility for 
cleaning and room configuration flexibility? Then 3” casters 
are probably best.  3” casters have a seat height of 18.75” 
from the floor meeting ADA Compliance*. 

5” Casters are first choice when moving the chair about  
a facility (without patients). 5” casters have a seat height  
of 21” from the floor. Want a little more height to bring  
the patient closer to staff? 5” casters are your answer.

     

* Reference ADAAG 4.19.2 Heights and Clearances.  

>>>
FOOT PLATE 
 
With 5” casters, shorter patients will appreciate  
the added comfort of the retractable foot plate.  
Paired with the pushbar option, the Verō with  
footplate is suitable for within-facility patient transport.  
 
Verō’s footplate is designed to be weight bearing  
and won’t tip when weight is placed on the footplate.  
The footplate locks as weight is applied to prevent  
unwanted or unexpected movement.  
 

Patients should be assisted at all times by a staff member 
when using the footplate.

>>>PUSH HANDLE OPTION 

 
The push handle option is recommended with the 
footplate models if the chair is to be used for  
in-facility patient transport.  



X-Large 500 lb Capacity Standard 350 lb Capacity

26.5” 22.5”

Pivot Table

Premium Table

Accessory Hook (shown here  
with Foley bag)

IV holder mount allows IV pole to remain 
relatively stationary when the swing arm 
(option) is in operation

Heat & Massage: 3 levels of heat,  
5 levels of massage

Heat Only: Low/Med/High

Standard Table

>>>

>>>COMPLEMENT DESIGN AND UTILITY BY ADDING  

THE APPROPRIATE ACCESSORIES 

• Heat option provides patient-selected, soothing 
warmth for maximum comfort.

• Heat and massage adds a selection of gentle  
vibrating massage modes to the heat option,  
enhancing patient comfort level.

• Headrest cover is standard on Trendelenburg models, 
and is available for all other models as an option.  
Covers extend the life of the headrest, and are  
fastener-free, making them easy to lift on and off  
and keep the chair clean.

• Accessory hook is available for either left, right  
or both sides. The accessory hook is convenient  
for uses such as a Foley bag. The marine grade 
stainless steel remains flush until needed  
to prevent snagging other objects.

• IV Pole and holder option for either left, right  
or both sides. The holder moves with the swing  
arm, without interfering with chair operation.

CLINICAL UTILITY AND FACILITY FLEXIBILITY ARE 
MAXIMIZED BY VERŌ SIZE/CAPACITY OPTIONS 

 Verō’s innovative design and enhanced utility  
is available in two sizes: standard and X-large.  
No matter which size is specified, Verō offers 
comfort, beauty and capability.

• Standard seat width is 22.5” between arms with 
a 350 pound weight capacity. This chair makes 
petite to average size patients feel right  
at home, comforted and individually cradled. 

• X-large seat width is 26.5” between arms with  
a 500 pound weight capacity. This increased  
size makes it possible to care for higher  
BMI patients while providing a comfortable  
and personalized experience.

>>>
Table Options There are three table options; standard,  
pivot and premium. All tables on the Verō are available  
in left, right or both configurations and can be ordered  
in a variety of combinations to assist patient comfort  
and clinician preference. All feature a stain resistant,  
non-porous material and all but the pivot table have  
a lip edge design to contain small spills.

• Standard table This value priced lift-to-raise- 
and-lower table will be familiar to current  
Winco Elite series owners.

• Pivot table swivels so patient can have the table  
in front of them.

• Premium table features an intuitive single hand up/
down feature with audible positive lock and release 
feedback.

Standard tables add 2.75” (2.5” for XL) to each side of the 
chair when lowered, Premium tables add 1.25” (1” for XL)  
to each side of the chair when lowered. This added width 
should be considered when ordering table options  
appropriate for your facility.

Conveniently placed controls for patient independence



The Winco Recliner Collection 
Vero Care Cliner

Push handle 
(option)

Easily accessed heat 
and massage or heat 
only switch (option)

Independent  
leg rest

Accessory  
hook (option)

Bilateral Trendelenburg  
access (6 Series Models only)

Foot operated arm release 
(Swing Arm Models only)

IV pole +  
holder (option)

Footrest with “heel  
drop” comfort zone

Durable, easy-to-clean, 
powder-coated frame

180 degree swing 
arm (Swing Arm 
models only)

Fixed front casters with accessible lock  
tabs (5” Casters only) *also available,  
Pedestal Feet or 3” Casters

Over 40  
designer  
colors  

available

ANATOMY OF THE VERO CARE CLINER

Fastener-free headrest 
cover (option)

Infinite position  
backrest

Intuitive side tables (option) -  
Premium version shown

Weight-bearing,retractable  
foot plate option (5” Caster models only)



FEATURES

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

• Optimal Application   Suitable Application    – Not Recommended 
1 Swing Arm Models Recommended  2 Models with Footplate and added pushbar only 

Contact Us 
To arrange a demonstration or to speak with one of our associates, please feel free to contact us at: 
800-237-3377  |  WincoMfg.com  |  5516 SW 1st Lane, Ocala, FL 34474  |  Info@WincoMfg.com

009035 Rev A

NON-TRENDELENBURG  
(5 SERIES)

ARM TYPE PEDESTAL FEET 3” CASTERS 5” CASTERS FOOTPLATE 5” CASTERS

STANDARD  
(350 LB CAPACITY)

Fixed Arm 5Y04 5Y03 5Y00 5Y08

Swing Arm 5Y44 5Y43 5Y40 5Y48

XL 
(500 LB CAPACITY)

Fixed Arm 5Y14 5Y13 5Y10 5Y18

Swing Arm 5Y54 5Y53 5Y50 5Y58

OPTIONS

DIALYSIS
ONCOLOGY  

& INFUSION1

PATIENT  
TRANSPORT2 ORTHOPEDICS1 PATIENT 

ROOM
SAME-DAY SURGERY LONG-TERM CARE

NON-TRENDELENBURG (5 SERIES) – • • • • •

TRENDELENBURG (6 SERIES) • • • • • •

TRENDELENBURG  
(6 SERIES)

ARM TYPE PEDESTAL FEET 3” CASTERS 5” CASTERS FOOTPLATE 5” CASTERS

STANDARD  
(350 LB CAPACITY)

Fixed Arm 6Y04 6Y03 6Y00 6Y08

Swing Arm 6Y44 6Y43 6Y40 6Y48

XL 
(500 LB CAPACITY)

Fixed Arm 6Y14 6Y13 6Y10 6Y18

Swing Arm 6Y54 6Y53 6Y50 6Y58

TB133 HEAT 
HEAT  

& MASSAGE

STANDARD  
TABLES 

(LIFT & DROP)

PREMIUM  
TABLES 

(SQUEEZE & DROP)

PIVOT 
TABLE

IV  
POLE

ACCESSORY 
HOOK

PUSH  
HANDLE

ARM  
REST  

COVERS

HEAD 
REST  

COVERS

MEMORY 
FOAM 

UPGRADE

URETHANE 
ARM CAPS

AVAILABLE ON 
ALL MODELS

All All All
All;  

L, R, Both
All;  

L, R, Both
All;  

L, R, Both
All;  

L, R, Both
All;  

L, R, Both
Recommended for 

Footplate models only All
Standard on 6 Series, 
Optional on 5 Series

All
All;  

Pending Release

PEDESTAL FEET 3” CASTERS 5” CASTERS FOOTPLATE (5” Casters Only)

STANDARD X-LARGE STANDARD X-LARGE STANDARD X-LARGE STANDARD X-LARGE

MODELS
5Y04, 5Y44, 
 6Y04, 6Y44

5Y14, 5Y54,  
6Y14, 6Y54

5Y03, 5Y43,  
6Y03, 6Y43

5Y13, 5Y53,  
6Y13, 6Y54

5Y00,5Y40,  
6Y00, 6Y40

5Y10, 5Y50,  
6Y10, 6Y50

5Y08, 5Y48,  
6Y08, 6Y48

5Y18, 5Y58,  
6Y18, 6Y58

Seat Height to Floor 17.5” (44.5 cm) 17.5” (44.5 cm) 18.75” (47.6 cm) 18.75” (47.6 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm) 21” (53.3 cm)

Seat Height to Footplate - - - - - - 18” (45.7 cm) 18” (45.7 cm)

Seat Width (Between Arms) 22.5” (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm) 22.5" (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm) 22.5” (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm) 22.5" (57.2 cm) 26.5” (67.3 cm)

Seat Depth 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm) 22” (55.9 cm)

Overall Height 44.75” (113.7cm) 44.75” (113.7 cm) 46” (116.8 cm) 46” (116.8 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm) 48.25” (122.6 cm)

Overall Width (Fixed arm  
or w/ Swing arm closed)*

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

29.5” non Trend.
30.25” Trend.

34” non Trend.
34.25” Trend.

Add. Width: Swing arm open 90° +35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

+35.75” non Trend.
+35” Trend.

Add. Width: Swing arms open 180° +28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

+28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

+28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

+28.5” non Trend.
+30.25” Trend.

+32.5” non Trend.
+34.25” Trend.

Back Height (Above Seat) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm) 29.25” (74.3 cm)

Overall Length (Upright) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm) 39.5” (100.3 cm)

Overall Length (Reclined) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm) 69” (175.3 cm)

Arm Height 25.5” (67.3 cm) 25.5” (67.3 cm) 26.75” (67.9 cm) 26.75” (67.9 cm) 29” (73.7 cm) 29” (73.7 cm) 29” (73.7 cm) 29” (73.7 cm)

Weight (No Options)** 104 lb (47.2 kg) 122 lb (55.3 kg) 104 lb (47.2 kg) 122 lb (55.3 kg) 104 lb (47.2 kg) 122 lb (55.3 kg) 114 lb (51.7 kg) 132 lb (59.9 kg)

Weight Capacity 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg) 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg) 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg) 350 lb (158.8 kg) 500 lb (226.8 kg)

WARRANTY Contact Winco or visit our website for warranty details.
COLORS Contact Winco or visit our website for available color selections.
NOTE Winco reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
CERTIFICATIONS 1) The Verō Care Cliner meets ANSI/BIFMA X5.4 for reliability testing 2) Winco foam meets California Technical Bulletin 117, Flammability Test 
Procedure for Resilient Filling Materials used in Upholstered Furniture 3) TB 133 Option: Meets flammability standards of California Technical Bulletin 133,  
Flammability Test Procedure for Seating Furniture for Use  in Public Occupancies and ASTM E1537, Standard Test Method for Fire Testing of Upholstered Furniture 
4) Heat and Massage, Heat Only Options: Meets electrical safety standards, UL 1647 and CAN/CSA-C22.2 No.68-92

MODELS & SPECIFICATIONS * Add 2.75” (2.5” for XL) to chair width (arms closed) for each Standard Table in the down position. Add 1.25” (1” for XL) to chair width (arms closed) 
for each Premium Table in the down position. Add 13” (12.75” for XL) to chair width (arms closed) for each Standard Table in the up position.  
Add 11” (10.75” for XL) to chair width (arms closed) for each Premium Table in the up position. 

** Options: Heat/Massage or Heat Only - add 4 lb / IV Pole - add 5 lb / Push Handle - add 2 lb




